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Check out our FAQ listing on our online database. Click on the link:
https://albertausa.info/Database/query-media_type.asp?search_fd0=&search_fd1=FAQ .
Visit our political website at http://www.albertausa.org/ .
For our information, educational website see https://albertausa.info/ .
If you need to contact us use info@albertausa.info .
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News
COMPARING ALBERTA INDEPENDENCE VERSUS
UNION FOR THE USA
By Brett Campbell
The separatist movement in Alberta is not a new
one, and most are aware of its existence even if
they're not politically motivated and/or informed.
So, when the federal government goes rogue (as
ours has, and as Pierre Trudeau's regime did),
otherwise unconcerned Albertans look for options,
including (especially) secession.
The statehood option on the other hand had been
purposefully nipped in the bud by our federal
government, state-owned media and governmentmandated educational curriculum. This has been
going on since the inception of this country, and
particularly over half a century. An indoctrinated
hatred and misunderstanding of all things American
have fostered an ignorance-based hatred of all
things US of A, especially among the more left-ofcenter Canadians -even here in Alberta.
But when the Alberta sovereignty option is
scrutinized in detail the cracks begin to show, and
that option becomes recognized as the uncertain
fool's errand it is. The so-called "Clarity" Act is
meant as a pacifier to keep us chasing our tails and
to defeat the movement via stalled negotiations,
moved goalposts and other means of running out
the clock.
But make no mistake: in the event of a successful
referendum to leave, and the resulting Unilateral
Declaration of Independence (UDI), any such
movement would be declared "illegal" and crushed
by force - courtesy of Ottawa, Great Britain, China
and the rest of the cabal.
It's when the individual recognizes this glaring flaw
in the secession option that the statehood option
gets the attention of the free-thinking public. What
they discover after doing the scratch and sniff test
by comparing the details of the US system of
government vs. Canada's is that they have been lied
to. The pros of joining the US (i.e.: a constitution
that protects freedom, enterprise, checks and
balances across the board, un-hindered economic
access, a stronger currency, less of a tax burden, a
strong and patriotic military that swears an oath to
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the constitution and to the people) become
blatantly obvious. So do the consequences of
remaining part of Canada/Great Britain/China and
the totalitarian leadership they enforce.
Waiting until after separation has been achieved
before making a decision on statehood vs.
sovereignty is a non-starter because it would never
be allowed to happen.
Because such a movement would not put statehood
at the forefront of the movement the US would not
come to Alberta's rescue. The US would refrain
from using their military presence to deter a forceful
cull by the cabal to keep Alberta and its resources
under their custody and control. The US would only
do this if statehood were the goal from the
beginning. Once these facts become obvious there
is only one choice that has any hope of preserving
Alberta's freedom and way of life: Full US
statehood.
This is where we come in. This is why we're so
adamant that it's Statehood or bust. This is why we
need to continue to get the word out and educate
all Albertans. Our vision will most certainly stand the
test of scrutiny.
Who are "we"? Besides those of us responding to
your questions Vincent Wansink, "we" includes
YOU. We look forward to detailed examination of
our editorials, FAQ page and cross-examinations.
I think once you've done that everything will make
perfect sense.
REX MURPHY: WE CARE NOTHING FOR FREE
SPEECH — TRUDEAU PLAN TO REGULATE THE
INTERNET IS BUT A SYMPTOM
The state does not own the rights of its citizens.
It's an inversion of the relationship between
citizen and government to think so
Author of the article: Rex Murphy
Publishing date: Apr 29, 2021
Freedom of speech is not the high holy ideal it once
was. Freedom of expression, the wider concept,
expression as thought, speech, art, performance
and protest, is likewise no longer the clear and
unchallengeable central core value of our
democracies.
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However imperfectly, the modern democracies
were built around these concepts, their primal
values. They have, alas, often been broken, but until
very recent days, whenever they were violated,
especially by state force, a genuine, near reflex
response was outrage and condemnation. Their
existence as ideals, to be relentlessly pursued and
deeply cherished, supplied a guard against such
violations, something close to a taboo. Those who
attempted to degrade them, used power or status
to walk around or through them, or sought to
override the protections enshrined in the Charter,
brought pariah status upon themselves.

forbidden space. “Allowed” speech is the antithesis
of free speech, and designated “spaces” wherein
that allowed speech could be voiced, a surrender of
intellectualism, and a woeful instance of the
cowardice of elite institutions.

As an ideal, free expression has been ever-present
as a guiding star to the proper operations of any
democracy.

Even just a few years ago almost everyone could
reference the great negative power the great
churches of the West once held, the power to
excommunicate, set up heretic-hunting inquisitions,
draw up lists of which books could be read, and
carried to stake or dungeon those who would
challenge its power and self-declared infallibility.
How the churches have been scorned for treading
on such freedoms.

The freedom of the individual, and thereby his or
her dignity as a human being and citizen depends
on emerges only when these rights are seen as
belonging to the individual human being, owned by
the individual, are not never to be diminished or
circumscribed by the state, or the mob. And, more
relevantly in the present moment, never through
the actions and mood swings of the current and
shallow ideologies of “progressive” politics.
The state does not own the rights of its citizens. It’s
an inversion of the relationship between citizen and
government to think so. Citizens give orders to
governments. Citizens are the ultimate rulers, which
any definition of the word democracy will affirm
demos – people; cracy -rule.
Yet we have experienced a grave dilution of how
these rights are presently understood, in parallel
with a grave dilution of respect for them. The rot
began and was sadly nursed in the very institutions
by those which should most defend and explain
them. Our decaying universities.
Was it not the universities who pioneered the idea
of “free speech zones” on campus? This was the
granting of some small and marked piece of
campus territory where students, whom the
university decreed might say something “offensive”
or “insensitive” or “perceived as discriminatory”
(unwoke is the current terms for all these
categories) would be forced, under edict and threat
of expulsion to go to these islands, and only there
be “allowed” to speak their minds. All else was

It was the universities which played midwife to the
new anti-intellectual doctrines such as “speech is
violence” with its reverse twin dogma that “violence
is speech.” They spread the intellectual acid of
relativism. The most faithful guardians, so we
thought, of unrestrained thinking became the
efficient and sly agents of its curtailment.

There is no stake or dungeon today, merely cancel
culture. However, Twitter mobbing and cries of
racism or homophobia, declamations for woke
bishops are fine 21st century versions of the same.
The 20th century in particular supplied horrendous
illustrations of what governments who suspend or
absolutely deny the right to free speech, thought, or
gathering. We have seen how very quickly descend
into mass persecution and mass murder. The Gulag
Archipelago is out there for all to read. Animal Farm
and 1984 are still available.
Or, to take a home a recent example, when the
employees of a publishing house in Canada “revolt”
over the printing of their most prized author, Jordan
Peterson. They actually wept, they wept at the
thought that a publishing house was going to …
publish a book. A book they had not read and
could not have read, but still they knew that it would
be “traumatizing” (that word is now pure lexical
junk) and “offensive” and “hurtful.” Let us hope that
none of these internet neurasthenics ever stubs a
toe. What words will be left for him except to
deplore the white supremacy of geologically
stationary rocks and stones?
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Throw away core concepts and all that is left is
silliness and virtue-signaling.
To show how ludicrous and servile we’ve become,
not that long ago Pepe le Pew, a poor misguided
personable amorous French skunk, was sent to the
cartoon Gulag. For pursuing a cat.
I skip hundreds of examples of woke Puritanism’s
descent into politically correct censorship. Only
because the examples are legion, just too
epidemical to report in the meagre spaces of a
column. They require a modern Gibbon.
Some or all of the foregoing should be top of mind
as we see our own government moving into
regulating the internet and putting the posts and
performances of any and every Canadian under its
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righteous regulatory eye. There’s much more to say
on that.
For now, Professor Michael Geist, a student of
internet communications, in his many (currently
permitted) observations, offers the strongest
warnings of what this prospective legislation means.
And for a stern and particular condemnation of the
insolent initiative read Terence Corcoran’s detailed
condemnation of it.
I trust colleague Corcoran realizes he’s gnawing
away at Canada’s social cohesion. But he is such an
independent fiend, he may not.
National Post

Party’s Activities
ALBERTA STATEHOOD PARTY ORGANISATION
Current as at 26 April 2021
See below the organization (org) chart for the ABSP Board of Directors.
https://albertausa.info/Docs_SOP/Org_Names.png
Party Leadership
The Interim President of the Board of Directors and our leader is Larry Semeniuk.
The Secretary is Georgina.
The COS is CJ Wallace .
The Exec VP Finance is Rob White.
ABSP Store
Our merchandise store will be opening very soon (within 10 days). It consists of two (2) departments:
1. Administrative Merchandise (such things as Business Cards, Tri-folds, Door-knob Hangers, etc.).
2. Promotional (Fun) Merchandise (such things as ball caps, mugs, coasters, t-shirts, etc.)
The ABSP Store Manager is Carol Pierce. She is also available to provide expert advice on material needed,
including acquiring that material for setting up ABSP support booths wherever your local Constituency Associations
may want to recruit party members, gather signatures for our registration petition, donations, or just to bring more
awareness and knowledge to the aim of Alberta Statehood Party.
The Merchandise Store will be fully published and updated within the next 10 days on the website
www.albertausa.org . You will be notified when it is fully updated.
Donations
The Donation website will be published within the next 10 days. You will be notified when and the domain url.
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WE NEED YOUR HELP to gather signatures to complete our party’s registration with Elections Alberta. Click or copy
this url to a new window to download the petition package:
https://albertausa.info/Docs_Elector_Petition/PETITION_REGISTER_PROVINCIAL_PARTY_2021.pdf
Volunteers
Please remember that we always welcome volunteers at all levels, from Constituency Associations-Ridings (CA) to
the Board of Directors.

ALBERTA STATEHOOD PARTY FOUNDATION
We finally received our business number from corporate registration of the Alberta Statehood Party Foundation.
This means we can now open up bank accounts and a business PayPal account.
Further our Stoe Manager, Carol may now proceed to set up the online store. Keep checking back at
www.albertausa.org under the tab Merchandise to see when the store is open and what merchandise is for sale.
As well, the Donation website will be up shortly once the PayPal account is established.
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PAULETTE’S CARAVAN RIDE FOR ABSP SIGN UP THROUGHOUT ALBERTA
By Paulette (paulette.m@albertausa.info)
Well FREEDOM is all washed up & in a few days he’ll get his name on his front I think he’ll be ready before me,
lots of stuff I have to do before I hit the road, long road ahead, but looking forward to it can’t wait to see all the
people that are ready to take ALBERTA back 51ST STATE. — in Grande Prairie, Alberta.

New Alberta will be watching and reporting on further developments with Paulette’s Caravan. We also ask to
support Paulette, come on out and give her hand when she sets up in a town close to you. Bikers and car buffs
bring your rides out, give a hand and make sure that this great lady is safe on the road.
Paulette’s Caravan Initial Schedule (more to follow)
27th May leaving Grande Prairie for Fox Creek,
28th May Whitecourt,
29th & 30th May Edmonton...may stay longer

Join!
Membership applications may be found at
https://albertausa.org. Go to the menu and select
Memberships.
Although membership is free, to become a
member of the provincial party, Alberta Statehood
Party, you must meet the following criteria:
* Be a Canadian citizen
* Be 18+ years of age
* Be a resident of Alberta

Volunteer!
Alberta Statehood Party needs
all types of volunteers. You'll
never get bored.
We need volunteers to gather
signatures to officially register our
party with Alberta Elections.
Go to https://albertausa.org. Go to the menu and
select Help Us Become a Party.
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Our Links
Alberta Statehood Party (ABSP)
Media Digital Connections
Current as at 13 Apr 2021, 0935 hrs MST
ABSP political website: http://albertausa.org
ABSP info website: http://albertausa.info
Our FAQ Database. FAQ search results in our database:
http://albertausa.info/Database/querymedia_type.asp?search_fd0=&search_fd1=FAQ
ABSP Database. This is a direct access to the online database:
http://albertausa.info/Database/all_records.asp
ABSP Twitter: https://twitter.com/Alberta2USA
ABSP YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt8kKTIcqycElO7yLcghSQ
ABSP MeWe page: https://mewe.com/group/5e7a58f9de8a474f3bbfd96a
ABSP Gab page: https://gab.com/alberta2usa
ABSP Parler page: https://parler.com/profile/Alberta2USA/
ABSP Reddit Page: https://www.reddit.com/user/Alberta2USA/
ABSP NewTube Channel: https://newtube.app/user/Alberta2USA
ABSP official FB page: https://www.facebook.com/Alberta2USA
ABSP CloutHub group: https://g.clouthub.com/group/alberta-statehoodparty
ABSP official FB Public Group at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/albertastatehoodparty/

